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RICK Introduce session and hand to BradenRick Burnette AVP and my colleague Braden Hosch AVP at Stony Brook. Both of us have been deeply engaged in empowering our campuses for data-informed decision making.Our session is a primer. We could do a weekend long symposium on the topic so we are focusing today on the Definitions, rationale, value propositions, dimensions and scope, structures, roles and responsibilities, and finally implementation and assessment of data governance systems. We have a lot to cover and will be jumping in and out throughout the conversation and we plan to leave time for your questions. – Braden© Braden J. Hosch & Richard R. Burnette III 2019Drs. Hosch and Burnette share equal co‐ownership of the copyright and related intellectual ownership of any of the content and materials presented, utilized, and distributed in this session. The parties expressly state that they do not intend to create a partnership whereby any co‐owner shall be liable for the act of any other co‐owner. Suggested citation: Burnette, R. & Hosch, B. (2019, November 10). Primer on How to Transform the Landscape of Analytics with Data Governance. Session presented at the Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities.



Data governance is a strategic priority

Proliferation of 
data and 

applications

Privacy 
expectations/ 
regulations

Cloud data 
mobility

Fair and 
ethical use
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The 5-second elevator definition

• a set of guidelines 
for how people 
behave and make 
decisions about data

Data
governance 

is …
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Presentation Notes
BRADENWhat’s particularly important about this definition is that it is simple and it’s easy to remember.It also provides opportunity for the immediate follow-up that data governance is about people more than data. Specifically, it is about how people act or do things. Successful data governance requires action.



What is Data Governance?
John Ladley –
Data governance is the 
organization and 
implementation of 
policies, procedures, 
structure, roles, and 
responsibilities which 
outline and enforce 
rules of engagement, 
decision rights, and 
accountabilities for the 
effective management 
of information assets.

Implement

Policies

Procedures

Structures

Roles

Responsibilities

Identify

Rules

Rights

Accountabilities

Expectations

Opportunities
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RICK John Ladley – Data governance is the organization and implementation of policies, procedures, structure, roles, and responsibilities, which outline and enforce rules of engagement, decision rights, and accountabilities for the effective management of information assets.On click – Data Governance structures implement: PoliciesProceduresStructuresRoles (for people to enforce governance)And responsibilitiesThey then identifyRulesRightsAccountabilities And I would like to addExpectations and Opportunities



Important characteristics of DG definitions
Data governance IS Data Governance IS NOT
• More about people and behavior than 

data

• A system that requires and promotes 
shared agreement

• Formal (i.e. written down)

• Adds value by supporting institutional 
mission/goals

• IT’s responsibility

• Solved by technology

• Equally applied across all data 
assets
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BRADENIf you have developing data governance on your campus, is it centered around IT or business units? Why is this and how might institutional history or agendas of various officers shape how data governance works on the campus?Is there an expectation on the campus that purchasing a piece of software will solve the data governance problem, if the problem is even recognized?Is there an expectation that all data will be subject to a single governance system? What types of data does the institution have to manage (and how do you even know what you have)?



Why Do We Need Data Governance?

Maximize 
Data 

Investments
Gain Deeper  

Insights
Promote 
Efficiency

Ensure Trust Reduce Risk Improve the 
Experience
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RICKHigher Education is a competitive market. There are questions on the value of higher education and we are all trying to prove our worth, improve our experiences while creating an environment where our students, faculty and staff are empowered to be creative, innovative and successful. This all requires a mature and governed data environment.Data Governance is necessary to accomplish the shared goals of the university. Goals like Student Success, Metric Attainment, and Institutional Advancement and empowermentHowever, that empowerment through data requires trust and involves risk.DG is needed to be able to accomplish and sustain evidence-based decision making.



Principles of Data Governance
Consistency 
of data in its sourcing 
and in its vocabulary, 

definitions, and 
taxonomies

Quality 
which is proactively 

assessed and 
standards applied

Responsibility
and accountability 

defined across the data 
lifecycle and recorded in 

the information asset 
register

Business 
alignment

which ensures that data is 
regarded and treated as a key 

business asset

Secure access
to relevant users, kept 
secure through access 

control
Insight

Source: Carruthers, C. & Jackson, P. (2018). The chief data officer’s playbook, London: Facet, p. 145
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BRADENThis set of principles is grounded in the literature, and derives from organizational models employing a chief data officer (CDO – not to be confused on college campuses with the Chief Diversity Officer).  These are shown in the order in which they were published – in some ways the business alignment is most important, followed by providing trusted insight. Others are also significant but derivative from these purposes, which DG is intended to enable.



What are the Data Dimensions
Use

Access
Management

Integrity
Privacy
Security

Visible Elements
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Presentation Notes
RICKI like to think of this image as Maslow meets Data Governance. The foundational elements at the bottom allow for a better experience at the top. In Maslow’s terms, someone is not going to be self-actualized if their data aren’t secure, private, clean, and well managed. On click: This representation could have also been an iceberg as the user should only see the top levels, but the bulk of the governance is below the surface.



Key features of data governance systems
Documents

• Charter / framework
• Principles & values
• Purpose & scope
• Roles & 

responsibilities

• Written & published 
policies

• Data dictionaries
• Communication 

strategies

Groups

• Senior leadership [buy-in]

• Policy council

• Data steward council(s)

• Information security 
council/program

• Positions/office to 
support DG

Individual roles

• Data stewards

• Data custodians/ 
caretakers

• Data users
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BRADENThese key features appear in many data governance systems. Not all systems will have all features but mature systems will typically include or address all of these in some ways. The written and published aspects of policies, procedures, dictionaries, etc. are of particular initial importance. If they are not published (preferably on a web page), they are secret procedures and will not be widely adopted. 



COMPLIANCE

EXECUTIVE STEERING 
COMMITTEELeadership Vision Funding Oversight

Chief Data Officer

INFORMATION 
GOVERNANCE COUNCIL

Evaluation

Policies

Procedures
Oversight

Strategy

Arbitration

DATA CUSTODIANS

Human 
Resources

Business 
Intelligence

Financials

Student 
Information Alumni & 

Foundation

Data 
Strategy

Data 
Sciences

Fair & 
Ethical Use

Permissions

Functional Governance Groups
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RICKData Governance HamburgerOperates under an umbrella of complianceExecutive Steering CommitteeInformation Governance Council – Data Governance Committee – Primary procedural and policy organization Affiliated Functional Groups – Groups by data domains and others that are cross-cutting groups dealing with strategic issues like data strategy, data science and Fair and Ethical use of dataData Custodians provide the foundation by managing the IT and data infrastructure



Information Governance Council Purpose

Create a data 
governance 
imperative

Promote a data-
engaged campus

Create and 
update policies

Create access 
control 

mechanisms

Manage conflict 
resolution

Promote shared 
data management

Authorize data 
movement and 

storage
Reinforce 

reporting controls

Define and arbitrate fair and ethical use Evaluate and assess effectiveness
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RICKRead the slideYou will see that we have discussed many of these things in our discussion of the dimensions of data. What is important here is that the purpose isn’t limited to control. There has to be an institutional expectation/imperative for data governance that leads to a data-engaged campus. In addition to the common dimensions, the data governance process should provide a mechanism for managing and resolving conflicts and more recently, to arbitrate challenges to fair and ethical data use. Furthermore, this group should be evaluation and assessing the effectiveness of the information and data governance structures. 



Data Steward Responsibilities
Oversee management of selected data assets

Participate in data governance and carry out decisions

Assist in creation and maintenance of data dictionaries, metadata

Document rules, standards, procedures, and changes

Ensure data quality and manage specific issues

Communicate appropriate use and changes

Manage access and security
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Presentation Notes
BRADENSpecific responsibilities of data stewards are listed here. It is useful for institutions to articulate these responsibilities for each data steward. Mature organizations that take data governance seriously may insert such responsibilities into position descriptions or employee performance programs so as to formalize the employee’s responsibility to carry out these functions as part of their normal job.Referencehttp://www.stanford.edu%2Fdept%2Fpres-provost%2Fcgi-bin%2Fdg%2Fwordpress%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2012%2F01%2FDG-Data-Stewardship.doc&usg=AOvVaw1bVAl3vVR0sBVD4Zn2hBnD



Functional Data Stewardship Council/Committees

Coordinate 
data stewards in 

related area

Set / review 
definitions, data 

quality rules, 
creation/usage 
rules, metadata

Consider and 
approve 

changes to 
code sets

Enforce
data dictionary 

standards in area

Review data 
quality 

in functional area; 
identify practices 
promoting data 

quality

Respond to 
inquiries 

about process, 
content, limitations 
and uses of data, 

especially in cross-
functional settings

Elevate 
issues 
that require 
resolution 

Communicate 
proceedings, 

including notice of 
changes and 

decisions
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BRADENData stewards will meet regularly in a formal group or groups to establish shared procedures, definitions, etc., since often data issues require cross-functional input. Institutions ay have one or more functional data governance committees to carry these functions out. Often these groups are domain specific, depending on how the institution has organized its data. Ex.:Student/academics committeeFinance committeeHR committeeSource: Stony Brook Data Governance Frameworkhttps://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/irpe/about/_files/DataGovFramework.pdf



Data users
Expectations should be set for data users. Example formal responsibilities (Stony Brook)

Recognize that 
institutional data 
are potentially 

complex. 
Make 

efforts to 
understand

the source, 
meaning and 

proper use of the 
data

Include 
information 
about the data 

source and 
criteria to guard 

against 
misinterpretation

s of data. 

Respect 
the privacy 

of individuals 
whose records 

they may 
access. 

Ensure that 
passwords

or other 
security 

mechanisms 
are used for 

sensitive data 

Report 
data 

quality 
issues

to appropriate 
data steward
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BRADENStony Brook added a set of responsibilities for data users to its data governance system to acknowledge that each member of the community is a data citizen who also play a part in data governanceMake an effort to understand reports and the complexities of definitions and structuresDocument sources and provide interpretationProtect privacy and guard against disclosureSecure sensitive dataIf you see something, say something



Keys to Implementation

Create value 
statement for 

DG
Prepare a 
roadmap

Design the 
program

Identify 
rough costs 
and staffing

Identify 
structure and 

roles on 
governance 
committees

Plan 
meetings and 
document via 

shared 
media

Change Management 101

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RICKPolicy Statement (from UNC Chapel Hill)Institutional Data is a strategic asset of the University. As such, it is important that it be managed according to sound data governance procedures. This policy serves three primary purposes: 1. It assigns stewardship responsibilities for University administrative data2. It establishes standards for the custodianship of such data3. It empowers the Institutional Data Governance Committee to establish standards and/or procedures for storage, retrieval, destruction, backup, and access as needed to ensure proper management and protection of Institutional Data.  The Vice Chancellor for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer has authority and responsibility for preserving the security and integrity of Institutional Data. Proper stewardship and custodianship of University Institutional Data will facilitate access to data that supports the work of those with official educational or administrative responsibilities within the institution and will inform users of data of their responsibilities. Institutional Data is available to individuals carrying out their University work responsibilities on an as needed basis. An individual interested in utilizing Institutional Data for any other purpose must request the Institutional Data through a public records request. The Public Records Officer and the Office of University Counsel have responsibility for interpreting the laws governing data access and related issues. Note: Nothing in this policy precludes or addresses the release of Institutional Data to external organizations, governmental agencies, or authorized individuals as required by legislation, regulation, or other legal vehicle.Preparing a roadmap. Once you have a value statement and executive support, you can start mapping out the timeline.You need to understand what you want to accomplish, the costs and staffing associated with positions like chief data officers or chief information security officer, or for compliance software. Chances are that you have many of the components and roles.Draft the roles and structure you would expect in your committees including alternative representations.The working group will need an overall lead and likely several sub-leads (for each dimension team). Identify them and set expectations for documentation and meetings. 



Additional Keys to Implementation

Identify early 
wins

Prepare policy 
documents

Create 
mechanisms 

for 
documenting 
compliance

Adopt 
Maturity 
Model

Communicate 
with visible 

brand

Prepare 
training 

protocols

Measure and 
report on 
activities

Document Communicate
Evaluate
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RICKIdentify early wins – use cases of high need and of reasonable scopePrepare policy documents (see references below)Create mechanisms for documenting complianceAdopt a Maturity Model – this allows an outside entity to evaluate the effectiveness of your program on each dimensionBrand process with visible brandPrepare training protocolsMeasure and report on activities



Technology applications for data governance
Technology
can support data 
governance

Data dictionary management

Data quality analysis

Master data management

Issue and process management

Technology
will not

Build organizational structures, 
responsibilities, accountabilities

Mend dysfunctional organizations

Implement organizational or cultural 
change
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Example Data Governance Maturity Model
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Informal Developing Adopted and 
Implemented

Managed and 
Repeatable

Integrated and 
Optimized

Organizational 
Structures

Attention to Data Governance is 
informal and incomplete.  There 

is no formal governance process.

Data Governance Program is 
forming with a framework for 

purpose, principles, structures 
and roles.

Data Governance structures, 
roles and processes are 
implemented and fully 

operational. 

Data Governance structures, 
roles and processes are 

managed and empowered to 
resolve data issues.

Data Governance Program  
functions with proven 

effectiveness.

Culture Limited awareness about the 
value of dependable data.

General awareness of the
data issues and needs for 

business decisions. 

There is active participation 
and acceptance of the 

principles, structures and 
roles required to implement a 

formal Data Governance 
Program.

Data is viewed as a critical, 
shared asset. There is 
widespread support, 

participation and endorsement 
of the Data Governance 

Program. 

Data governance structures and 
participants are integral to the 

organization and critical across all 
functions.

Data Quality
Limited awareness that data 

quality problems affect decision-
making. Data clean-up is ad hoc.

General awareness of data 
quality importance.  Data 

quality procedures are being 
developed.

Data issues are captured 
proactively through standard 

data validation methods. Data
assets are identified and 

valuated. 

Expectations for data quality 
are actively monitored and 
remediation is automated.

Data quality efforts are regular, 
coordinated and audited. Data are 

validated prior to entry into the 
source system wherever possible.

Communication 
Information regarding data is 

limited through informal 
documentation or verbal means. 

Written policies, procedures,
data standards and data 
dictionaries may exist but 

communication and 
knowledge of it is limited.

Data standards and policies 
are communicated through 
written policies, procedures 

and data dictionaries.

Data standards and policies are 
completely documented, widely 
communicated and enforced. 

All employees are trained and 
knowledgeable about data 

policies and standards and where 
to find this information.

Roles & 
Responsibilities

Roles and responsibilities for data 
management are informal and 

loosely defined.

Roles and responsibilities for 
data management are

forming. Focus is on areas 
where data issues are 

apparent.

Roles and responsibilities are 
well-defined and a chain of 

command exists for questions 
regarding data and 

processes.

Expectations of data ownership 
and valuation of data are 

clearly defined.

Roles, responsibilities for data 
governance are well established 
and the lines of accountability are  

clearly understood.
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BRADENHave participants complete Activity 4 for their own institution. This should take five minutes. When engaging in this exercise back on campus, multiple stakeholders should be involved. Participants have a version of this maturity model in their exercise packet – the slide itself may be too small to read.



Takeaways

• Data governance is more about people than data
• All higher ed change management principles apply
• Process and written documents are essential

• Leadership support
• Broad-based consultation, including faculty
• Opportunity for consultation
• Representation

• Software can help, but it won’t fix broken processes or organizations
• Starting data governance is hard work; sustaining it is harder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BRADENWrap up – begin conclusion with points above. If there is just one take away participants remember is that data governance is more about people than about data.



Rick Burnette
Associate Provost for Metrics, Analytics and Strategic Planning, and Institutional Data Administrator
Florida State University
rburnette@fsu.edu
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Associate Vice President for Institutional Research, Planning & Effectiveness
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Questions?
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